Imagine a tool that allows drivers to Tweet, text, update their Facebook page, check tomorrow’s weather and get spoken directions to any destination… all while safely keeping their hands on the wheel and their eyes on the road.

• Clarion Intelligent VOICE™ search
• Applications Optimised for Seamless In-Vehicle Use
• Contents and information constantly updated
• Safe driving
We don’t always have a passenger sitting next to us, and we’re rarely in the company of someone who knows all the local areas inside out, all the shops and restaurants, tourist sites and emergency services. Intelligent VOICE, on the other hand, is familiar with all of that and a whole lot more, by using Google voice search technology associated with Google Places. Forget the days when the simplest search took forever and you had to laboriously type every word in.

Forget about rudimentary, approximative voice recognition. Intelligent VOICE hears you, even if you don’t speak very clearly. Better yet, this single function understands you because the system knows how to interpret the meaning of your request and offers a suitable choice of options.

Because safety and comfort go hand in hand, Clarion has also led by example in mastering a leading visual, and now audio, man-machine interface.

THE INTELLIGENT VOICE FUNCTION IS EXCLUSIVE TO NX504E
SMART ACCESS APPS

Visit our website www.clarion.info/smartaccess
• Get the latest Smart Access information.
• Find regularly updated displays of all available applications and get direct access to related web pages on AppStore or Google Play.
• Check the compatibility of your smartphone.
• Find out how to connect your phone.

I need to cut down on my journey times and be a safer driver. Thanks to smartphones, more and more information is available, such as traffic updates and directions. But however vital this information may be, it could be dangerous to consult it while driving.

Smart Access provides the answer to this dilemma. Drive, look ahead, be informed, be guided... in complete safety.

The Cloud provides all that’s music to my ears, right where I am... I don’t want to deprive myself of this wealth and pleasure while I’m driving. What's more, I want to share this experience with my friends, and passengers.

Desire becomes reality, I can allow myself to be carried away by the sound...

Thanks to unrivalled applications such as Deezer on Android, I can now choose from millions of tracks. However long my journey is, I know I'll get entertainment perfection any time I want it.

I love my car, and I want to know everything about my driving.

SMART ACCESS APPS

It’s been a long time since I’ve had a paper diary. My computer is in my bag and my phone’s buried in my pocket. How can I check my schedule?

Nothing could be easier : Calendar4car displays my schedule directly on my Smart Access station.

How can I check the weather ? Weather4car is here...

And if I want news ? News4car

Social networks (SNS)

I like to keep in touch. With my family, my friends. Share good times and photos.

Facebook or Twitter in the car? Today, it’s possible... I’m no longer alone.

Information

It’s been a long time since I’ve had a paper diary. My computer is in my bag and my phone’s buried in my pocket. How can I check my schedule ?

Nothing could be easier : Calendar4car displays my schedule directly on my Smart Access station.

How can I check the weather ? Weather4car is here...

And if I want news ? News4car

Music

The Cloud provides all that’s music to my ears, right where I am... I don’t want to deprive myself of this wealth and pleasure while I’m driving. What's more, I want to share this experience with my friends, and passengers.

Desire becomes reality, I can allow myself to be carried away by the sound...

Thanks to unrivalled applications such as Deezer on Android, I can now choose from millions of tracks. However long my journey is, I know I'll get entertainment perfection any time I want it.

I love my car, and I want to know everything about my driving.

Smart Access provides the answer to this dilemma. Drive, look ahead, be informed, be guided... in complete safety.

Vehicle

I need to cut down on my journey times and be a safer driver. Thanks to smartphones, more and more information is available, such as traffic updates and directions. But however vital this information may be, it could be dangerous to consult it while driving.

Smart Access provides the answer to this dilemma. Drive, look ahead, be informed, be guided... in complete safety.
2-DIN DVD MULTIMEDIA STATION
WITH BUILT-IN NAVIGATION/SMART ACCESS

"Intelligent Tune" Clarion’s exclusive sound technology
Featuring Clarion’s sound technology developed to turn the car interior into an excellent listening environment. Includes Vocal Image Control to move the vocals to a specific seat in the car, Sound Restorer for full quality sound reproduction of compressed audio data, Virtual Bass for powerful bass without subwoofer, and other exciting sound technologies.

Searching couldn’t be simpler
Just say what’s on your mind, like “I’m hungry,” and it searches for you. Clarion Intelligent VOICE™ utilises voice recognition technology and local search information to find what you’re looking for. Think out loud, and the system searches for a destination that meets your needs. Gone are the days of word-based search leading to lots of false hits. Clarion Intelligent VOICE™ understands your meaning, making it genuinely simple.

I’m hungry

Built-in Navigation with 8GB microSD card covering 46 European countries. The intelligent navigation features provide enhanced guidance support.

"Intelligent Tune" Vocal Image control technology

Enjoy the music, videos and apps from your smartphone through the NX504E large touch screen.

Smartphone connectivity for seamless enjoyment of your favourite music and videos

728 variable-colour key illumination for the ultimate look for your car.

Interactive GUI with flick operation

“Intelligent Tune” Vocal Image Control technology

Built-in DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting)
DAB broadcasts radio programmes via a digital signal and offers CD-quality audio. Compared to analogue, DAB’s digital signals offer a purer signal with reduced fading and multipath effects, less affected by weather, multipath and interference.

NX504E-SYSTEM EXAMPLE

Built-in Navigation with 8GB microSD card covering 46 European countries. The intelligent navigation features provide enhanced guidance support.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
• ZCP133 DAB antenna
• RCB198 External microphone
• RCB204 External microphone
• CCA750 Connection cable for iPod/iPhone
• CCA644 Rear camera input cable
• CCA770 HDMI cable (Type A to Type D)
• CCA771 HDMI cable (Type A to Type D)
• CCA4001U CMOS colour camera
• CCA772 Front VTR cable
• CCA773 Connection cable for iPad/iPhone
• CC4001U Front VTR cable
• WG3020 Rear camera input cable

NX504E
SMART ACCESS COMPATIBLE MODELS

COMMON FUNCTIONS

Supports Smart Access in-car cloud service platform to deliver a vast array of content and information to your vehicle.

The flat face panel and cool black trimming give this 2-DIN unit undeniable presence.

MP3/WMA playback for audio.

Bluetooth® for hands-free communication and stereo audio streaming

Built-in Bluetooth provides hands-free telephone communication, with comprehensive compatibility to a variety of mobile phones. With a built-in microphone and Phonebook access, you can safely talk while you drive. Play music stored on your mobile phone with Bluetooth stereo audio streaming.

* Depends on mobile phone.

* Please see our website for details of compatible Bluetooth mobile phones.

NX503E

DVD MULTIMEDIA STATION WITH BUILT-IN NAVIGATION & 6.2-INCH TOUCH PANEL CONTROL

Built-in Navigation with 8GB microSD card. The intelligent navigation features provide enhanced guidance support.

Excellent user interfaces with touch screen supporting flick operation for easy scrolling with 728-variable colour key illumination.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

• RCB199 Optional remote control
• RCB199 Optional external microphone
• CCA770 iPod and iPhone connecting cable
• CCA770 HDMI cable (Type A to Type A)
• CCA771 HDMI cable (Type A to Type D)
• CCA644 Rear Vision Camera Input Cable
• CCA772 Front VTR cable

FX503E

MULTIMEDIA STATION & 6.2-INCH TOUCH PANEL CONTROL

Built-in Navigation with 8GB microSD card. The intelligent navigation features provide enhanced guidance support.

Excellent user interfaces with touch screen supporting flick operation for easy scrolling with 728-variable colour key illumination.